About Greenhouses
Garden Rooms and Glass Enclosures
Gardening Under Glass
ITS JOYS AND SATISFACTIONS

YOU are absolutely right. That time is gone forever when all a greenhouse meant was mostly a dampish place to grow out-of-season flowers. And all a conservatory meant was a glass enclosure where you kept a collection of potted plants.

But happily that day is past. Today greenhouses, the way we design and build them, are sunny, cheer-giving, glassed-over gardens.

Conservatories are really garden rooms. Rooms where both potted and other growing plants thrive. Additional rooms making the happiest sort of places for fraternizing with your flower favorites, and at the same time ideal for a table of bridge, or refreshments, amidst delightful surroundings.

As sunny spots where you can leisure away health-gathering hours, they are just the thing.

As a place for fish or birds, nothing could be better.

For children, they are one of the happiest, healthiest places for play.

Getting back to the greenhouses, aside from the satisfaction of having your own flowers when you want them, there is the very practical one of the countless plants you can grow for setting out in early Spring.

With them you can gain two to three weeks over your neighbor. Often you can even have them in bloom outdoors, when he is only just planting seeds. The truth is, greenhouses are simply indispensable for starting early outdoor garden plants.

These are only a few of the joys of owning your own greenhouse or garden room.

So you see, we are really doing you a favor in urging your owning one of our dividend-paying glass enclosures. Dividends liberally paid in joys and satisfaction.
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When What It Grows Comes First
SUBJECT NO. 10

If you want just a thoroughly practical glass garden, where you can grow the largest possible number of flowers, with the least investment, then this Practical Purpose house is your best buy.

You can get the complete materials for the greenhouse part alone, and attach it to some existing building. Or complete with work room. It can be equipped with automatically controlled heat and ventilating, so it will require the least possible attention.

The greenhouse is 18' x 33'. Have it longer if you want. The work room is 12' x 18'. See price list.

When Attractiveness Is Important
SUBJECT NO. 12

If you want your greenhouse to have the very height of flower growing perfection, plus its being decidedly good looking, then this curved eave house will fill your needs admirably. It is 18' x 25', giving you 240 sq. ft. of actual gardening space.

Such an attractive house as this will fit in practically any location. Joined to the residence as this one is, what an attractive feature it becomes.

This is a duplicate of the house shown at the Chicago Fair.

Can be made in any additional length you wish, and may be extended at any time. Work room, if desired, is 12' x 18'. See price list.
Delightful Moderate Cost Leantos for Greenhouses, Sun Rooms, Conservatories, Aquariums, Bird Rooms and Children’s Play Places

ONE of the advantages of these leantos, is that you can fit them in places where others wouldn’t be attractive. Another thing in their favor is their moderate cost.

If you want full benefit of the sun, they should be located to face South. Next best is East.

Number 14 is made up in panels all glazed and painted ready for quick, easy erection. Its cost is surprisingly little. See the price list.

Number 15 with its curved cave and wide glass is the very perfection of leantos. Its attractive lines make it link pleasingly with practically any style of architecture.

So bubble-like is it, that when inside, you have a feeling of being actually outdoors. Notice how free the sides and curved cave are from anything to either obstruct the view or cast shade on the plants.

SUBJECT NO. 14

This is one of the jolliest of snug little leantos. It is surprising what an amount of flower growing space its 5’ x 6’3” give. It is shipped in panels ready for easy erection. Two men can put it up in a day. Just to give you an idea, it costs less than $200 and more than $100. Send for special circular giving full details and exact price.

SUBJECT NO. 15

Can’t you just imagine the Winter-time joy it must be, to look out of the windows right into such a flower-filled garden spot? Or if a door opened into it, the kick you would get out of slipping in there whenever you liked, to pick flowers and bask in the warm, nerve-soothing sun? It really makes a delightful extra room unlike any other. It is 5 feet wide and may be had in lengths from 9 to 13 feet long. Full details given in special circular. Send for it.

Anticipating Some Things You at Once Want to Know

YOUR first query doubtless is, how about the building of my glass garden, is that up to me, or will Lord & Burnham do it? It can be either way you prefer. The fact that we have been both making and building them for four generations insures your getting the finest of jobs when we do it.

On the other hand, our materials are so carefully prepared at the factory before shipment, that with the aid of our blue-prints and erection directions, your local mechanics should have no difficulty in putting them up.

If you care to have us erect them we are always glad to do it.

What a thrill it does give one to be able to pick literally armfuls of blooms in your own glass garden. There is another thing we came near forgetting, and that is the fun of winning prizes, which a glass garden helps make possible.

How about the heating, you ask? Well, for the smaller garden rooms opening off your residence, it is generally possible to heat them with your existing system. For the larger ones, better results, with less fuel cost, can be secured by having a separate small boiler.

What color are they painted? That is entirely for you to say. All materials shipped from the factory are given one coat of paint. They should have two more coats after erection. If your garden room directly adjoins your residence you will want the outside painted in agreement. The inside, however, is generally aluminum or white, because of their great light reflecting qualities. If you intend making it a sort of living place, then paint it to suit your color inclinations.

How are they ventilated? The smallest leanto has casement windows in the gable ends. The others hinged sash in the roof. With the still larger ones the side sash also are hinged. Both are equipped with an easy working opening and closing apparatus.

Automatic control of both the heat and ventilating may be had. It works with a thermostat similar to automatic residence heating. And has just as much to be said in its favor.

There may be other questions you want to ask. Feel free to do so. You will find us more than ready to answer. Of one thing you can feel assured and that is, not only satisfactory dealings, but pleasant ones as well.
An Under Glass Garden — having three separate plots
SUBJECT NO. 16

Although nature is indulgent and allows a surprising latitude in her requirements, still for some of her flowers and plants she is a bit exacting. To meet them, it is often necessary to have one or more compartments or growing plots in your glass garden.

For example, roses like it warm, while carnations are a bit cold-blooded. Some want high humidity, others low. So here is an ideal layout having three glass partitioned plots. With it you can grow practically anything you want to. The side entrance, besides adding an attractive feature, overcomes the necessity of reaching your glass garden through the work room.

The house is 25 feet wide and 75 long. A size very much in favor. For cost, see price list.

A More Pretentious One — having four plots
SUBJECT NO. 17

There are three plots in the portion you see. The plan shows the fourth which connects the work room and the center one. Making that center one with higher sides, overcomes the monotony of a long, unbroken roof line. But quite as important, gives ample head room for palms, acacias, camellias, and such tall growing plants. As an ornamental feature of your grounds it abundantly argues for itself. For its cost, see price list.

Garden Rooms — Sun Rooms and Other Delightful Uses

A ND rooms after all they are, Just another room, but what a different kind. They have a certain delightful unhamperedness, making you feel sort of free and happy. It may be the flowers that do it. Maybe it's the glass that's all around, and the certain sense of actually being outdoors it gives.

But why seek for the cause when the result is so unfailingly to one's liking. You recall that flowers absorb the exhausted life-giving gases in the air and throw off pure oxygen. That, plus the agreeably humidified air, is why these garden rooms, conservatories, or whatever you wish to call them, make you feel so good to be in. A place to read, lounge, play cards or have refreshments.

If it is the ultimate of the sun's health you seek, then the roof can be glazed with Ultra Violet Ray transmitting glass. Then even in mid-Winter, you will get the greatest available benefit of the sun. What a happy, healthy spot for children it makes. Or for the convalescent. All these things are to be had, plus the joys of having your flower favorites about you.

Following the English Idea
SUBJECT NO. 18

It certainly does seem as if the English have the right idea, the way they so often make their under-glass garden a direct part of their residences. It is so readily accessible as to be a direct part of the daily pleasures of living.

The conservatory, with them, is an accepted thing.

Funny, isn't it, why more of us over here haven't awakened to the lasting joys of having a garden room. Why not let us give you particulars of this one? 12 feet wide by 16 feet long.
Send for Catalogs

These photographs show the scope of the things we do. It embraces practically every sort of glass enclosure, including glassed-over swimming pools, sun rooms, greenhouses and garden rooms. Send for catalog of any you are interested in.
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